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ABSTRACT Nonvolatile memory (NVM)-based computing-in-memory (nvCIM) is a promising candidate
for artificial intelligence (AI) edge devices to overcome the latency and energy consumption imposed by
the movement of data between memory and processors under the von Neumann architecture. This paper
explores the background and basic approaches to nvCIM implementation, including input methodologies,
weight formation and placement, and readout and quantization methods. This paper outlines the major
challenges in the further development of nvCIM macros and reviews trends in recent silicon-verified
devices.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, nonvolatile-memory, NVM, computation-in-memory, CIM, nvCIM.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCED edge devices for artificial intelligence (AI)
and AI enabled Internet-of-Things (AIoT) applica-

tions commonly adopt nonvolatile memory (NVM) for
power-off data storage to suppress power consumption in
standby mode. Most AI edge devices must perform multiply-
and-accumulate (MAC) operations with high input (IN),
weight (W), and output (OUT) bit-precision to achieve the
inference accuracy, computing speeds, and energy consump-
tion required for most practical applications.
Typical edge devices based on the von Neumann architec-

ture have the processing elements (PEs) separated from the
memory devices, such that PEs must frequently access data
from NVM (off-chip or on-chip) via the memory bus, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Considerable read latency, high parasitic
load on the data bus, and limited bandwidth for memory
access in movement of data from NVM to PEs following
system wake up greatly increase the overall latency and
energy consumption. These effects are particularly evident
when implemented in complex neural networks using large
volumes of high bit-precision data. This bottleneck is known
as the memory wall.
Nonvolatile on-chip computing-in-memory (nvCIM)

[1]–[39], [47]–[62], [80], [81] is able to avoid the
memory-wall bottleneck, and thereby reduce latency and

energy consumption during power-on and AI computing
operations, by enabling highly parallel computing within the
memory macros to minimize the movement of intermediate
data, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Compact nvCIM devices provide high input, weight, and

output bit-precision with low energy consumption, short
latency, and robust readout against process variations, all of
which are particularly important when dealing with complex
datasets, such as CIFAR-100 [2], [3], [34] and ImageNet [5].
Volatile CIM using static random-access memory (SRAM)
-based CIM and capacitive CIM have also been proposed
and demonstrated to achieve the high energy efficiency
and broke the von Neumann bottleneck. Capacitive CIM
can be implemented using established technologies with-
out the need for high-voltage drivers or FETs. The use
of charge re-distribution allows capacitive CIM to perform
MAC operations with short read-write latency.
Numerous nvCIM macros have been developed using

resistive random-access memory (ReRAM) [1]–[39], [81],
phase change memory (PCM) [54]–[62], [80], and mag-
netoresistive random-access memory (MRAM) [47]–[53] to
perform MAC operations with various degrees of precision.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II introduces the background and basic circuit struc-
ture of in-memory computation (IMC)-based nvCIM circuits
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FIGURE 1. (a) Conventional von Neumann architecture; (b) NVM-based
computing-in-memory (nvCIM) architecture.

for AI applications, including input methods, weight map-
ping, and readout quantization. Section III explores the
major challenges involved in the further development of
this technology. Section IV examined recent silicon-verified
nvCIM macros from the perspective of performance and
design-space analysis. Conclusions are outlined in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURES OF NVCIM
A. FUNCTIONALITY AND FEATURES OF NVCIM
In terms of functionality, nvCIM is able to perform
logic operations, pattern matching computation (content
address memory; CAM) [63]–[70], neuromorphic comput-
ing for spike-timing-dependent-plasticity (STDP) [77]–[78],
and MAC operations [2]–[5], [17], [19], [21], [32]–[35],
[79], [80]. MAC operations have become a major focus of
research for intelligent edge devices, due to its importance in
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are commonly
used for deep-learning based AI devices. MAC operations
involve the multiplication of inputs (IN) and weights (W)
followed by the accumulation of multiplication results. When
using nvCIM for MAC computing, weight data is generally
stored in the NVM cell array, and inputs are processed in
selected wordlines (WL) or bitlines (BL) within the NVM
cell array.
The capacity of most nvCIM devices usually exceeds the

mega-bit (Mb) level, which is sufficient to store all of the
weight-data for the neural network models implemented in
tiny AI edge devices. By training weight data in the cloud,
nvCIM macros are able to focus on inference operations.
The fact that they seldom perform write operation for the
updating of weights and parameters means that the limited
endurance of NVM devices is seldom an impediment.

B. NVCIM STRUCTURE FOR MAC OPERATIONS:
NEAR-MEMORY COMPUTING (NMC) AND IN-MEMORY
COMPUTING (IMC)
CIM macros perform data access and computation within
the same memory operation cycle. This can be achieved
using near-memory computing (NMC) or in-memory com-
puting (IMC), as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b).

FIGURE 2. Conceptual illustrations of (a) NVM near-memory computation
and (b) NVM in-memory computation.

1) NEAR-MEMORY COMPUTING (NMC)

In the NMC structure [79], the memory cell array serves
as a data storage unit in the same manner as a typical
memory device, while a computing circuit block adjacent to
the memory cell array performs MAC operations, as shown
in Fig. 3(a).
Data stored in the memory cell array are readout by sense

amplifiers (SA) to generate a digital output, or by a cus-
tomized multi-bit readout circuit to generate an analog output
for use as inputs to the computing block.
The computing circuit block can be implemented using

analog or digital circuits. An external digital input (IN) and
weight data (W) read out from the memory cell array are
used to perform multiplication, accumulation, and/or place
value computation for multi-bit MAC operations. This makes
it possible to perform data-access from the memory cell array
and MAC computation within the same memory operation
cycle, unlike the two cycles required for the conventional
von Neumann architecture: (1st cycle) memory access and
movement in preparation for the next cycle; and (2nd cycle)
MAC computing.

2) IN-MEMORY COMPUTING (IMC)

In the IMC structure [1]–[62], [80], the memory cell array
serves not only as a data storage unit, but also performs analog
computation, as shown in Fig. 3(b). During MAC computing,
each NVM memory cell multiplies a given input by a weight
stored in the memory cell. A bitline (BL) then accumulates the
multiplication result frommemory cells in the same column to
generate analog voltage or current. An analog readout circuit,
such as a voltage-mode analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or
current-mode readout circuit, converts the analog signal on
the bitline into a digital MAC output.
Fig. 3(b) illustrates the basic concept and structure of

IMC-based nvCIM using single-level-cell (SLC) ReRAM
device. In this example, binary inputs are applied to the
wordlines (WLs) of multiple accessed memory cells. A WL
under high or low voltage is respectively represented by an
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FIGURE 3. Basic concept and structure of (a) NMC and (b) IMC using nonvolatile
computing-in-memory (nvCIM).

input value of 1 or 0, which is then multiplied by the weight
data (RMC) stored in the ReRAM cell indicating the current
of the accessed memory cell (IMC). A multiplication result
of “1” indicates that IMC = ILRS, whereas a multiplication
result of “0” indicates that IMC = IHRS or 0. All current
values in a given column are accumulated to generate the
current of the accessed bitline (IBL) resulting from the MAC
operation. This IBL is then converted into a digital output
by a readout circuit.
The IMC scheme is also applicable to multi-level

cell (MLC) memory devices, where the 2N-level resistance
state of a given MLC device also serves as N-bit weight data.
IMC could potentially provide higher energy efficiency than
NMC; however, it poses a number of challenges in terms of
circuitry, as discussed in the following subsections.
The remainder of this article focuses on the challenges

involved in the design of IMC-based nvCIM as well as its
implementation and recent achievements in performance.

C. BASIC APPROACHES TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
IMC-BASED NVCIM MACROS
1) INPUT METHODOLOGIES

In recent silicon-verified nvCIM devices, multi-bit MAC
computation inevitably involves a tradeoff between input
bit precision, computing latency, power consumption, and
area overhead. NN models that used for testing the nvCIM
macros commonly used ReLU activation function, where the
inputs are positive or 0. Thus, in the following, we outline
the operations and tradeoffs only for positive multibit input
methodologies for 1T1R-based NVM devices.

FIGURE 4. Multi-bit input schemes for nvCIM macros: (a) Serial binary input
pulse (SBIP); (b) modulated pulse-width (MPW); and (c) analog input voltage via
bitline (AIVB).

1) Serial binary input pulse (SBIP): The SBIP input
scheme [18]–[20], [35] splits n-bit inputs into n single-bit
inputs to be applied serially to the same memory cell, in
a process referred to as bitwise MAC computation (see
Fig. 4(a)). The SBIP input scheme requires only a simple
input driver, and the constraints imposed by process variation
are relaxed; however, it also requires n serial input pulses for
an n-bit input. The multi-cycle nature of this input scheme
greatly increases the latency of the nvCIM macro in cases
where input precision is high.
Take [19] as an example. Each cycle comprises three sub-

phases, including control activation (TACT), analog MAC
signal developing (TMAC), and analog readout operation to
obtain the digital output (TOUT). In [19], computing latency
in one cycle (1-bit input; 11.75ns) breaks down as follows:
TACT (3ns), TMAC (4.5ns), and TOUT (4.25ns). For N-bit
input precision, the use of SBIP in [19] imposed latency of
N x (TACT+TMAC+TOUT) for computation.
2) Modulated pulse-width (MPW): The MPW input
scheme [1] modulates the pulse-width of a wordline (WL)
according to the values of the multi-bit inputs, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The modulated input pulse-width is applied to all
selected memory cells to determine the memory cell current
(IMC) used in that single computing cycle. The accumulated
charge (Q = IMCxTMAC) on the activated bitline contributed
by a single memory cell is equal to the product of the memory
cell current (IMC) and WL pulse-width for MAC computing
(TMAC). Thus, MACV refers to the charge accumulated from
all of the activated memory cells on a bitline.
In [1], total computing latency in one cycle (14.9ns) breaks

down as follows: TACT (1.5ns), TMAC (0.2ns), and TOUT
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FIGURE 5. SBIP and MPW input method versus input pulse latency.

(2.3ns). The computing latency of MPW (TMPW) for an N-bit
input is TACT+2NxTMAC+TOUT. Under the same conditions,
the computing latency of SBIP (TSBIP) for an N-bit input
is N x (TACT+TMAC+TOUT). When N increases, the term
2NxTMAC in TMPW increases exponentially and eventually
dominates the overall MAC computing latency for a given
cycle. By contrast, the growth of TSBIP is linear (i.e., well-
suited to multibit input precision).
Note that the wordline pulse-width must be precisely

controlled in accordance with PVT conditions and process
variations to prevent a loss of signal margin in readout cir-
cuits or even miscomputation. Note that the signal margin
mentioned in subsequent sections refers to the minimum dif-
ference in voltage or current between two consecutive MAC
values (MACVs). As with SBIP, computing latency increases
with the input-bit precision. Furthermore, the longest input
pulse determines the overall MAC computing latency in
that cycle.
Fig. 5 presents the growth in latency for N-bit input

precision under the SBIP and MPW schemes. The TACT,
TMAC, and TOUT has normalized to the same value using
the given value from [1]. Note that there is a crossover point
at 7-bit input precision, which indicates that TMAC has a
more pronounced impact on computing latency when input
precision is increased.

3) Analog input voltage via bitline (AIVB): AIVB input
schemes [2]–[34] use multiple analog voltages for bitline
clamping or as the initial voltage (VBL) representing a
multi-bit input, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Multi-level bitline
voltages alter IMC values in accordance with the VBL and
cell-resistance of the accessed memory cell. Note that IMC
represents the multiplication result of the input (VBL) and the
weight (RMC). Note also that analog input voltage must be
below the NVM read-disturb-free voltage to avoid disturbing
the memory cell. Thus, MACV refers to the bitline current
equal to the accumulated IMC of all activated memory cells.
The AIVB input scheme allows the insertion of multi-

bit inputs into a memory array for computation within a
single cycle, thereby reducing computing latency to below
that of SBIP and MPW, particularly in cases where input
precision is high to deal with complex datasets. However,
variations in input voltage can lead to fluctuations in IMC
during multiplication, and enlarge variations in IBL through

FIGURE 6. Two types of weight data commonly used in nvCIM: (a) Positive and
negative weight data; (b) Two’s complement weight data.

the accumulation of multiple offsets generated by IMC. This
can in turn limit the number of input bits in a single MAC
computing cycle. AIVB schemes also require a digital to
analog converter (DAC) to generate input voltage, which
increases area overhead.

2) FORMATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHT DATA

The weight data in typical CNN computing includes both
positive and negative values. In the following, we describe
two methods used in the assignment of weight data in
memory cell arrays, as well as the tradeoffs for nvCIM
macros using SLC devices.
1) Positive and negative weight group (PNWG): The
PNWG [19], [33], [46] weight storage method respectively
assigns positive and negative multibit weights to two groups
to enable storage in different banks within the nvCIM macro,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). The identical multibit input is simul-
taneously applied to the positive weight region and negative
weight region to perform partial MAC computation using
unsigned data. After the pMACV is respectively generated
from the positive and negative channels, a positive/negative
channel combiner (analog or digital) then combines the
unsigned partial MACV values into a final signed MACV
using signed-magnitude type data.
To ensure consistency in input data (wordline and row

address), identical memory capacity is used for the positive
and negative groups. In other words, 2N memory capacity
is required to store a N-bit weight data. As a result, PNWG
schemes are prone to large area overhead and low memory
usage efficiency.
2) Two’s complement weight (2’s CW): A number of
recent silicon-verified nvCIM macros have used the 2’s CW
[1]–[2], [34] data format for the storage of weight data with-
out separating positive and negative weight data. For an n-bit
weight, the MSB represents the signed bit and the remaining
(n−1) bits represent the unsigned value. These data are stored
across n memory cells in the same row of a single memory
cell array, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The readout circuit reads
out the magnitude of the partial MACV (pMAC) computation
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FIGURE 7. Two readout schemes for nvCIM: (a) Current mode readout; (b) Voltage
mode readout.

result from each place-value channel. A digital shift-and-add
circuit then combines the pMACV from each channel in
accordance with its place value. Note that an MSB detector
is required to generate the sign bit in the MSB channel. The
2’s complement combiner generates the final MACV in 2’s
complement format in accordance with the outputs from the
digital shift-and-add circuit and MSB detector.

3) READOUT AND QUANTIZATION APPROACHES

Converting the analog MACV signal generated on a bit-
line into a digital output requires an nvCIM macro with a
voltage-mode analog to digital converter (ADC) or current-
mode sense amplifier (CSA). Many nvCIM macros suppress
the power consumption of the MACV readout by reducing
precision using various quantization schemes. In this section,
we examine the readout and quantization methods reported
in recent silicon-verified nvCIM macros.

1) Current mode readout: As described earlier, the ana-
log MACV in most nvCIM macros is indicated by the
bitline current (IBL). The current-mode readout scheme in
Fig. 7(a) combines multiple IBL from different columns
using current-mirror circuits for place value computation,
and then generates a signal current indicating the partial or
full MACV. A current mode sense amplifier (CSA) with
multiple reference currents (IREF) is then used to convert
the current into a digital output of MACV.
The difference in current between neighboring MACV

(�IMACV) is independent of the value of the power sup-
ply voltage (VDD). However, the current-mode readout
method tends to increase the energy consumption by impos-
ing multiple DC-current branches in the memory array,
current-mirror circuits, and reference-current generator.

2) Voltage mode readout: Fig. 7(b) illustrates the structure
of a typical voltage-mode readout module, comprising a cur-
rent to voltage converter (IV-converter), voltage combiner,
voltage-mode ADC, and reference-voltage (VREF) genera-
tor. The IV-converter converts each MACV current (IBL)
into an analog voltage VpMACV, and then the voltage com-
biner combines multiple VpMACV values using place values
with various input and weight bits to generate analog voltage

FIGURE 8. Energy consumption of current-mode and voltage-mode combiners
(combining analog pMAC signals with different place-values) with a readout circuit.

VMACV representing the partial or fullMACV.A voltage-mode
ADC then converts the VMACV into a digital output. Voltage-
mode readout schemes generally consumes less energy than
current-mode readout schemes by eliminating many of the
DC-current branches and reducing the signal setting time.
However, voltage-mode readout can compromise the signal
margin due to the fact that the difference in voltage between
neighboring MACV (�VMACV) depends on the value of the
supply voltage (VDD).Any increase in the precision ofMACV
leads to a corresponding reduction in �VMACV. Furthermore,
most voltage mode sense amplifiers do not support readout
functionality when the input voltage falls below the threshold
voltage of its input transistor (VTH−IN), which further limits
the voltage range of analog MAC values.
In implementing IMC-based nvCIM macros, developers

have various design choices pertaining to input methodology
and readout combiner. In [19], SBIP and a current combiner
were used to generate current for MAC operations involving
9 accumulations of 2b-input and 3b-weight. In [3], AIVB
and a current combiner were used to generate current for
the multiplication of 2b-inputs and 4b-weights. In [1], MPW
and a voltage combiner were used to generate analog voltage
for pMAC operations involving 4 accumulations of 6b-input
and 1b-weight.
Fig. 8 compares the energy consumption of current-

mode and voltage-mode combined using the schemes
in [1] and [3] as examples. Here, the energy consump-
tion of the voltage-mode combiner and readout circuit was
1.88x lower than that of the current-mode combiner, due to
the elimination of DC-current during MAC computing and
readout in the analog domain.
Fig. 9 compares the area of the current-mode and

voltage-mode readout circuits using the sequential readout
methodology for N-bit output. Most sequential current-mode
readout circuits include a current-mode sense amplifier (CSA)
and current-mode referencegenerator (CREF-GEN)with 2N−1

current branches. The number of VSA and VREF-GEN used
in the sequential voltage-mode readout scheme is equal to the
number used in current-mode readout scheme. The CSA and
CREF-GEN are generally implemented using large transistors
to tolerate large fluctuations in input current (IBL) across awide
range of MAC values (MACVs), which results in high area
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of area between voltage mode and current mode using
sequential readout.

overhead. Increasing readout precision leads to a correspond-
ing increase in the area required for the reference branches
used in current-mode and voltage-mode readout schemes.
3) Oscillator-based readout: In [80], a current controlled
oscillator-based ADC was proposed to digitize current on
the BL (representing MACV) by converting the current
amplitude into an oscillation frequency. The period of
the oscillation is then readout using a time-to-digital con-
verter (TDC) to generate TDC codes, which are then mapped
to a corresponding MACV via a digital circuit. Their current-
controlled oscillator-based ADC achieved compact area, high
speed, and high energy efficiency; however, that approach is
still limited by the maximum oscillation frequency and the
precision of the time-to-digital converter.
4) Quantization methods for nvCIM: Recent studies have
adopted two approaches to quantization: linear and clipped.
Linear quantization [1]–[2], [34] equally divides the orig-

inal M-value multilevel signal into a N-value multilevel
signal, with equal loss of information across all digital read-
out values, as shown in Fig. 10(a). For example, every two
MACVs are combined in order to change a 4-bit 16-level
partial-MACV signal into a 3-bit 8-level partial-MACV
signal, resulting in the loss of 1 bit.
Clipped quantization [21], [43], [45] merges all of the

analog MACVs exceeding a selected threshold (MACTH)
into a single digital value, while the other analog MACVs
below MACTH are read out individually without any quan-
tization loss, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Clipped quantization
is suitable for CNN models in which most of the partial
MACVs are relatively small, resulting from input data spar-
sity. However, clipped quantization requires a high-resolution
ADC to readout the low MACVs without a loss of precision.
Fig. 11 presents an example pMACV distribution of a sce-

nario involving 16 accumulations of 1b-input, 1b-weight, and
3b-output (reduce 1b) in the inter-channel direction using the
ResNet-20 model trained using 8b-input and 8b-weight (2’s
complement format) for the CIFAR-100 dataset. In general,
there is a tradeoff between the precision of pMACV and
energy consumption.
In many neural network models (e.g., ResNet-20), the

probability of ultra-large pMACV is very low. Thus, the

FIGURE 10. Two quantization methods commonly used for nvCIM; (a) Linear
quantization; and (b) Clipped quantization.

FIGURE 11. pMACV distribution and inference accuracy using the ResNet-20 model
trained for CIFAR-10 with various quantization methods.

clamped-quantization method is meant to preserve high-
probability pMACVs, while limiting the occurrence of
ultra-large pMACVs to below a given threshold in order
to reduce energy consumption with only a minor reduction
in output precision and an insignificant loss of accuracy.
Compared to the pure software approach (without clamped
quantization), the clamped-quantization approach was shown
to reduce inference accuracy by only 0.11% in tests apply-
ing ResNet-20 to the CIFAR-10 dataset. By contrast, the
linear quantization approach imposed a 4.15% decrease in
inference accuracy for the same reduction in pMACV read
precision.
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FIGURE 12. Inference accuracy with 1% readout error imposed on various
place-value output channels.

The readout error also affects the inference accuracy
significantly. When using the weight bit-slicing approach
(storing N-bit weights in N SLC devices), errors in the
place-value of weight data have a direct effect on inference
accuracy; however, the effect tends to vary. For instance,
error in the MSB can have a more pronounced impact
than does error in the LSB, particularly after bit-shifting in
the digital shift-and-add circuit to combine pMACVs with
respective place-values. In other words, readout error in the
MSB is amplified by the bit-shift operation.
Fig. 12 presents the inference accuracy of a ResNet-

20 model trained for the CIFAR-10 dataset using 8b weight
with a 1% error rate across various place-values of weight
data. Here, 1% error in the MSB of weight data resulted in
a 22.16% decrease in inference accuracy after bit-shifting,
whereas the same 1% error in the LSB resulted in only a
0.05% decrease in inference accuracy. Clearly, maintaining
readout accuracy in the MSB channel is crucial to inference
accuracy when using the weight bit-slicing approach [1].

III. DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR IMC-BASED NVCIM
Creating nvCIM macros with high-precision input, weight,
and output imposes a number of hinderances, including
readout circuits with large area overhead and high energy
consumption, small signal margin, limitations on the readout
circuit pitch, and a trade-off in throughput. Those challenges
are discussed in the following sub-sections.

A. AREA OVERHEAD IN READOUT CIRCUITS
Fig. 13 presents an illustrative example showing the area break-
down of a silicon verified 2Mb ReRAM nvCIM macro [3]
employing a current-mode readout scheme for 4b MAC com-
puting. This typical memory circuit with an NVM array, WL
drivers, and columnmultiplexors (Y-MUX) consumed 73.23%
of the total macro area. The peripheral computing circuit with
analog circuits for MAC computation and a digital shift-and-
add circuit for place value computation consumed 20.94%.
Under the same Y-MUX scheme, the inclusion of computing-
related circuits increased the size of the nvCIM macro to
23.81% larger than that of a conventional ReRAM macro
tasked only with storage operations.

FIGURE 13. Illustrative example of area breakdown in recent silicon-verified
IMC-based 2Mb ReRAM nvCIM macro [3].

FIGURE 14. Illustrative example showing energy breakdown in a recent silicon
verified IMC based 2Mb ReRAM nvCIM macro [3].

Area overhead is dominated by the analog-based comput-
ing circuit, readout circuit, and digital place-value combiner.
When dealing with CIM, circuit area overhead is generally
proportional to the input-weight-output precision. Increasing
input precision requires more input registers and DACs to
support analog MAC computing. Increasing weight precision
tends to increase the amount of memory required for the
weight data used in the inference stage. Increasing output
precision tends to increase the number of transistors required
for computing circuitry and the number of sense amplifiers
and reference branches used to generate a multibit digital
output. Increased output precision also requires a large-scale
digital place value combiner and a larger number of out-
put registers. Area overhead can be reduced by shrinking
the number of IOs (deeper Y-MUX); however, this limits
computing throughput.

B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY READOUT CIRCUIT AND
MEMORY CELL-ARRAY
Fig. 14 presents an illustrative example showing the energy
breakdown in a 2Mb ReRAM nvCIM macro for 4b MAC
computation [3]. Here, energy consumption during MAC
operations was dominated by the IMC computing circuit and
readout circuit, which account for 71.51% of the total macro
energy. The typical memory circuit including the memory
array, WL driver, and YMUX consumed 25.88% of the total
macro energy.
The energy consumption of a typical memory circuit is

dominated by the memory cell array, due to the need to
accumulate of memory cell current for MAC computation.
Note that the energy consumption of a memory cell array
increases with the number of low resistance state (LRS) cells
that are accessed.
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FIGURE 15. (a) Energy consumption versus input sparsity (90%, 50%, and 20%);
(b) Energy consumption versus weight sparsity (90%, 50%, and 20%).

Energy consumption in the readout circuit is dominated by
the DC current path in current-mirror circuits and analog-
to-digital conversion (via an ADC or current-mode sense
amplifiers) as well as the generation of reference current
or voltage signals for multibit readout. Moreover, achiev-
ing high readout accuracy when the signal margin is small
requires large transistors for the analog readout circuit as
well as additional offset suppression circuits to suppress the
input offset, both of which increase power consumption.
Achieving high output precision when the signal margin

is small requires that the analog readout circuit run through
a larger number of operational phases using a larger number
of reference voltages or currents, which increases readout
latency and power consumption.
Figs. 15 (a) and (b) shows the energy consumption versus

input sparsity (90%, 50%, and 20%) andweight sparsity (90%,
50%, and 20%) using [3] as example. Overall, sparsity was
inversely proportional to energy consumption in the nvCIM
macro. The effect of input sparsity on energy consumption
was more pronounced than that of weight sparsity

C. CONSTRAINTS ON SIGNAL MARGIN DUE TO
CELL-RESISTANCE VARIATION, READ DISTURB
VOLTAGE, R-RATIO, AND DATA-PATTERNS
Emerging NVM devices (particularly MLC NVM devices)
vary considerably in terms of cell-resistance (RMC) [74], due
to process variation, temperature, and resistance drift. Most
of these devices also require low read voltage (Vread) on
the bitline to prevent data corruption during read operations
(i.e., read disturbance). These factors greatly limit the signal
margin between neighboring computing states (MACV) and
limits the number of operations that can be performed by
NVM devices.
Most production-ready NVM technologies also suffer from

a limited cell-resistance ratio (R-ratio); i.e., cell-resistance
(RMC) in high-resistance state (HRS; RMC = RHRS) versus
low-resistance state (LRS; RMC = RLRS). Under a small
R-ratio, the difference in memory cell current between LRS
(ILRS) and HRS (IHRS) is small and IHRS is non-negligible.

Non-negligible IHRS can render the bitline current (IBL)
of a MACV susceptible to fluctuations in input-weight pat-
terns and the number (NWL) of activated wordline signals.

FIGURE 16. Wide MAC current distribution caused by pattern dependent variation.

Pattern-dependent variations in bitline current can widen the
signal distribution of MACV leading to a decrease in sig-
nal margin, as shown in Fig. 16. Consider an example of
an nvCIM macro with 9 accumulations per MAC operation.
A situation where the IBL for MACV = 2 could be asso-
ciated with two WLs switched on, involving two LRS and
zero HRS cells (designated as 2L0H). Likewise, a situation
where the IBL for MACV = 2 could be associated with nine
WLs switched on, involving two LRS cells and seven HRS
cells (designated as 2L7H). A similar situation where the IBL
for MACV = 6 (i.e., 6 accessed LRS cells) could be associ-
ated with six WLs switched on, involving six LRS cells and
zero HRS cell (6L0H). It could also be associated with nine
WLs switched on, involving six LRS and three HRS cells
(6L3H). Thus, variations in bitline current are dominated by
pattern dependent variations in cases of small MACV, and
by cell-resistance variations in cases of high MACV. In cases
involving mid-level MACV values, variations in bitline cur-
rent are contributed by cell-resistance variations as well as
pattern-dependent variations.
Fig. 17 presents simulation results of normalized signal

margin versus output precision in the analog domain under
various R-ratio values. When output precision is increased,
pattern dependent variation can significantly decrease the sig-
nal margin; however, a large R-ratio can be used to suppress
pattern dependent variation. It is also possible to increase
the R-ratio by over-setting or over-resetting the NVM cells
while programming the device. Moreover, an HRS cancel-
lation circuit can be installed to remove HRS cell current
to increase the number of accumulations on a given BL in
order to improve the readout yield [3].
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FIGURE 17. Simulated signal margin versus output precision in the analog domain
under various R-ratio values.

FIGURE 18. Normalized throughput versus readout precision.

D. LIMITATIONS ON READOUT CIRCUIT PITCH AND
THROUGHPUT
Typical 1T1R-based NVM cells are compact; however,
laying out peripheral circuits in accordance with the
required functionality can be hampered by cell-pitch
constraints.
Most wordline drivers employing high-voltage devices

to support write operations consume greater area than do
core-voltage devices. This means that adding computational
functions to wordline drivers for input control is more
challenging than implementing typical memory applications.
As discussed in the section on area overhead, the area

required for the readout circuit tends to increase under
higher input, weight and output precision and efforts to
suppress layout-dependent device mismatch. When dealing
with binary readout precision or a simple readout circuit, the
required pitch can be 2:1 [21] or even 1:1 [80]. However,
higher precision requires a more complex readout circuit,
which increases the area overhead. Due to a small cell-pitch
in the column direction, nvCIM macros should use multiple
bitlines with column multiplexors (YMUX) sharing the same
readout circuits. We can assume that 1-bit readout precision
requires 1 pitch for the readout circuit, such that N-bit output
requires for N pitches for the readout circuit. Thus, through-
put would degrade to 1/N for N-bit readout precision, as
shown in Fig. 18.

FIGURE 19. Energy efficiency versus product of input precision (IN), weight
precision (W), and output-ratio (OUT-ratio).

FIGURE 20. Signal margin, derived from the number of MACV levels versus full
output precision based on input precision, weight precision, and the binary logarithm
of the number of accumulations.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF NVCIM IN MAC COMPUTING
This section examines the performance of recent silicon-
verified IMC-based nvCIM macros and the results of design
space analysis used to characterize observed trends.
Fig. 19 plots the energy efficiency of MAC operations ver-

sus the product (precision-product) of input precision (IN),
weight precision (W), and output-ratio (OUT-ratio). Note
that the OUT-ratio was calculated from the number of out-
put bits per channel divided by the full readout precision of
a MAC operation.
Technological advances tend toward higher inference accu-

racy to support datasets and neural network models of ever
greater complexity; however, a higher precision-product also
imposes a penalty in terms of energy efficiency. Note also
that for the above-mentioned input schemes, higher precision
input also results in a longer execution time. Higher weight
precision necessitates a larger number of parallel paths to
access memory-cells and bitlines as well as the additional
processing of place values for each weight bit and additional
analog readout operations. This results in longer computing
latency and higher power consumption.
Fig. 20 presents the normalized signal margin of recent

silicon-verified IMC-based nvCIM works, including voltage-
mode and current-mode readout schemes. The signal margin
is represented by the reciprocal of the number of MAC levels
that a readout circuit must sense. For voltage-mode readout
schemes, the signal margin range is normalized to the supply
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FIGURE 21. Actual output precision versus full output precision where the
output-ratio is represented by gray dashed lines.

voltage. For current-mode readout schemes, the accumulation
of MACV DC current results in high power consumption.
Thus, it is assumed that the signal margin of current-mode
readout schemes is scaled to a fixed range. The stacked bars
in Fig. 20 indicate the full output-precision based on input
precision, weight precision, and the binary logarithm of the
number of accumulations per MAC operation.
In analog CIM schemes, all MAC operations are per-

formed in the analog domain. In hybrid analog-digital CIM
schemes, a portion of the MAC operations are performed
in the analog domain (with limited bit precision) and the
remaining MAC operations are performed by combining par-
tial MAC computing results with digital circuits, such as
shifters and adders.
In purely analog CIM schemes, the signal margin is

inversely proportional to the full output precision, as shown
in Fig. 20. For example, [19] accumulated 9 multiplications
of 2b-input and 3b-weight, resulting in signal margin
of 2µA without reduced precision. Increasing input and
weight precision with a large number of accumulations
resulted in an ultra-small signal margin, as indicated by the
256 accumulations of 8b-input and 5b-weight multiplications
in [80].
The signal margin of hybrid analog-digital CIM schemes

is generally higher than that of purely analog CIM schemes
as shown in Fig. 20. For example, the MAC operation in [3]
comprises an analog part and a digital part. The analog part
involved the multiplication of 4b-input and 4b-weight to
output a 7b digital partial MACV. The digital part involved
16 accumulations of digital partial MACV generated from
the analog part to output a 11b MACV, resulting in a signal
margin of 3µA. The use of hybrid analog-digital readout
schemes to enlarge the signal margin and inference accuracy
has become an important trend in the development of nvCIM
macros
Fig. 21 presents the relationship between full-output-

precision (p) and the actual-output-precision (q) of recent
nvCIM works based on pure analog and hybrid readout
schemes. As mentioned earlier, full-output-precision refers
to ideal MACV precision (i.e., without information loss).

FIGURE 22. Actual-output-precision versus required readout circuit pitch.

Actual-output-precision refers the number of output bits
implemented by a nvCIM macro, regardless of its full-
output-precision. The diagonal line represents the output ratio
(p/q).
Due to difficulties in the design of high-resolution read-

out circuits capable of high output precision, most of the
analog-CIM-based nvCIM with high full-output-precision
(blue-symbols) failed to achieve a high output-ratio. The
nvCIM schemes using hybrid analog-digital CIM (yellow-
symbols) achieved a high number of output bits without
signal margin degradation during operations in the analog
domain.
Fig. 22 illustrates the association between actual-output-

precision and the layout pitch of readout circuits in nvCIM
macros normalized to the number of typical-size NVM cells.
Fig. 22 lists published CIM works using SLC devices. The
larger size of non-foundry provided MLC devices used in
CIM [21], [35], [80] resulted in a smaller readout circuit
pitch, which prevented meaningful comparisons.
nvCIM macros targeting MAC operations with higher

input-weight-output precision also require peripheral circuits
of greater complexity and larger area overhead. As shown
in Fig. 22, an increase in output precision led to a corre-
sponding increase in the layout pitch required for readout
circuits. This can be attributed to an increase in the functional
complexity of high-bit-precision readout circuits to deal with
high-resolution analog readout circuits, small signal margins,
and multibit place-value processing. High-resolution analog
circuits require multiple large-area transistors or capacitors
and a well thought out layout to suppress layout-dependent
mismatch in parasitic capacitance and resistance between
devices. Thus, the required readout circuit pitch increases as
a function of actual-output-precision.
Energy efficiency is a basic benchmark in assessing the

performance of nvCIM macros; however, it is not the only
judgement criteria. It is important to consider the infer-
ence accuracy of AI edge devices in complex applications.
As mentioned earlier in Section IV, there is a tradeoff
between energy efficiency and MAC precision. Inference
accuracy sufficient for most practical applications can only
be achieved under relatively high input (IN), weight (W), and
output (OUT) bit-precision. We therefore sought to obtain
a fair comparison of nvCIM schemes using a figure of
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FIGURE 23. Figure-of-the-merit (FoM) of recent published nvCIM works, where the
FoM is the product of input precision (IN), weight precision (W), output-ratio
(OUT-ratio), and energy efficiency (EF).

merit (FoM) that is the product of input precision (IN),
weight precision (W), output-ratio (OUT-ratio), and energy
efficiency (EF) (FoM = IN x W x OUT-ratio x EF). As
shown in Fig. 23, works prior to 2020 presented high energy
efficiency; however, the FoMs were relatively low, due to
low input-weight-output precision for simple datasets (e.g.,
MNIST or CIFAR-10). Despite lower energy efficiency, more
recent works achieved higher FoMs due to their higher bit
precision, resulting in less data loss when dealing with com-
plex datasets, such as CIFAR-100 and ImageNet. The steady
increase in FoM over time provides a realistic indication of
the evolution of nvCIM performance.

V. CONCLUSION
nvCIM is a promising candidate to overcome the memory-
wall bottleneck and improve the energy efficiency of AI edge
devices. This article reviews recent silicon-verified nvCIMs
macros based on in-memory-computing in terms of imple-
mentation approach and performance as well as on-going
challenges pertaining to circuit design. Future nvCIM macros
for applications of greater complexity will require greater
memory capacity and higher input-weight-output precision;
however, this will in turn require novel circuit design tech-
niques to overcome limited signal margin, excessive latency,
larger area overhead, and high readout energy.
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